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Abstract
This paper is focused on the extension of Categorial Unification Grammar
(CUG) in order to achieve a compact grammatical representation scheme for
the syntactic analysis of free word order languages. The resulting grammar was
applied to the implementation of an efficient parser within a German natural
language interface to a deductive database by making use of the Integrated
Deductive Approach in which the interface constitutes a fully integrated part of
the database system.
1. Introduction
The Integrated Deductive Approach (IDA) is an architecture which does not
design the interface as loosely coupled filter separated from the database but on
the contrary integrates it in the database management system (DBMS) itself so
that the dictionary of functional terms becomes part of the database and the
complete natural language analysis is performed by the logic language provided
by deductive databases [1]. This comprises the two main advantages that there
are no more breaks in homogeneity as concerns the mapping of the final
semantic representation onto the database scheme and no more inaccuracies with
regard to the treatment of unknown input words.
We applied the IDA architecture to the design and implementation of a German
natural language interface to a production planning and control system (PPC).
Due to the high complexity of the application domain exceeding the capabilities
of traditional relational DBMS, the PPC was modelled by use of the deductive
database LDL implemented at MCC [2, 3].
The dictionary used in the natural language interface is built out of canonical
forms as hierarchical deductive database in LDL. This allows to assign all
morphological, syntactic, and semantic features to the appropriate level of
abstraction (e.g. special derivations, word stems, endings, word categories etc.)
by making use of inheritance rules [4].
The aim of syntactic analysis within natural language interfaces should not be the
coverage of the complete language, especially not of all those exotic phenomena
possessing only linguistic evidence but no practical relevance. Whilst the
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generality is therefore on the one hand restricted in comparison with other
applications of natural language processing, it has to provide on the other hand
important extensions indispensable for effective information retrieval [5]:
tolerance as concerns ungrammatical sentences
correct interpretation of incomplete sentences
processing of unknown words
The paper is structured as follows. After a discussion of related work in Section
2 we develop the required formal framework of syntactic analysis in Section3.
Finally, Section 4 deals with the implementation of the parser within IDA.
2. Background and related work
Categorial Grammar (CG) is an unconventional grammar theory which assigns
all grammar rules to the dictionary entries, making any additional explicit
grammar superfluous. There exist two kinds of categories: basic categories (e.g.
S, N) and complex categories (e.g. NP/N, S\NP). The original theory [6]
consists of only two combinatory rules for the formation of complex categories
(A, B representing grammatical categories):
tk> Forward functional application:
	 NB B ----> A
Backward functional application: B A\B	 A
The two combinatory rules were extended by Steedman [7,8] by four rules for
functional composition and type raising resulting in Combinatory Categorial
Grammar (CCG) (see also [9, 10]):
Forward functional composition: NB B/C -4 NC
Backward functional composition: B\C A\B
	 A\C
t;b Type raising:
	 B	 A/(A\B)
B --> ANA/B)
As an additional extension variable categories have been proposed [11, 12]. This
powerful generative capacity has been applied to cover some important non-
canonical natural language constructions like wh-extraction or nonconstituent
conjunction (e.g. see [13, 14]). The other side of the coin is that parsing of CCG
as such has been turned out to be inefficient leading to spurious ambiguity [15].
Therefore, a lot of work was done to improve the performance of CCG parsers,
e.g. compiling the grammar in a predictive form [16, 17], normal-form based
parsing [18, 19] or lazy chart parsing techniques [20]. Vijay-Shanker and Weir
have proposed the only polynomial parsing scheme so far by using stacking
machinery [21, 22].
By adding features, local registers, and unification operators, CCG was extended
to Categorial Unification Grammar (CUG) introduced by Uszkoreit [23].
Besides of syntax analysis, morphology [24, 25], natural language generation
[26], and speech processing [27] have been proposed as application fields of
categorial grammars. Also some work was done on the treatment of modifiers,
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specifiers, and quantifiers [28, 29]. In order to solve the problem of constituent
transfer without using type raising and functional composition, the technique of
gap-threading has been proposed [30, 31].
As formal framework for the syntactic analysis within IDA we have selected
CUG because of two main reasons:
q',> the availability of a powerful hierarchical dictionary which makes it
possible to assign the grammar rules to the appropriate level of
abstraction
the bottom-up parsing strategy which is in conformity with LDL
semantics and makes it possible to analyse incomplete or ill-formed
sentences in a natural way
Since CUG as such is not applicable to languages with free word order like
German and the solutions proposed and presented above all lack of declarative
expressiveness, we chose an alternative approach of extending CUG by a
formalism adapted from the ID/LP rules of GPSG which have been proven
adequate for this purpose [32, 33].
3. Grammar Formalism
We changed the original notation for the two combinatory rules of functional
application in order to be able to present the proposed extensions in a consistent
way:
C: A ‹— /B
If category C is directly followed by B, then it can be transformed to A
(forward functional application)
C:A- IB
If category C is directly preceded by B, then it can be transformed to A
(backward functional application)
We extended the Categorial Unification Grammar by the following concepts.
Each extension is clarified by use of an example rule, its verbalisation and the
application of the rule to an example phrase, e.g.:
PREP: PP /NP
A prepositional phrase consists of a preposition directly followed by a noun
phrase.
[PREP: auf, NP: die Maschine] --> [PP: auf die Maschine]
(to the machine)
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O Syntactic feature restrictions can be added in brackets to the
categories.
This filter function increases significantly the selectivity of the parser during
unification.
NP[-unbJ: NP
	 /NP[+unio]
An unknown phrase (by default assigned to basic category NP) can be joined
with a known noun phrase to form a combined one.
[NP: die Maschine, NP: 7] –> [NP: die Maschine 7] (the machine 7)
O New symbols > for indirect precedence and < for indirect succession.
This covers cases of long distance dependencies where several phrases can be
shifted between the two concerned categories.
TRVERB[+sep, -inf, -part]: TRVERB <VPREF
Separable verb prefixes can take positions far behind the verb stem if the verb
form is neither infinitive nor participle.
[TRVERB: fOhre, NOUN: Auftrag, VPREF: durch] –*
[TRVERB: fithre durch, NOUN: Auftrag] (execute order)
O More than one category can be used at the right side of a rule.
This removes the severe restriction that in a single derivation step only adjacent
categories can be applied to the derivation of a new category. The several
categories are applied from left to right.
NOUN: NP \ADJ \ART
A noun is transformed to a noun phrase if it is directly preceded by an
adjective and an article.
[ART: der, ADJ: neue, NOUN: Gehalt] —> [NP: der neue Gehalt]
(the new salary)
O Introduction of the asterisk symbol indicating as usual zero or more
repetitions.
This extension is introduced in order to capture recursive constructs of phrases.
NOUN: NP \ADJ* \ART
A noun phrase consists of an article, several optional adjectives, and a noun.
[ART: der, ADJ: neue, ADJ: monatliche, NOUN: Gehalt] --->
[NP: der neue monatliche Gehalt] (the new monthly salary)
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0 Enclosing of optional categories in parenthesis.
Optional categories reduce the number of required grammar rules and increase at
the same time the clearness of representation.
NOUN: NP \ADJ* (\ART)
A noun, directly preceded by several optional adjectives and an optional
article, generates a noun phrase.
[ADJ: neuer, NOUN: Gehalt]	 [NP: neuer Gehalt] (new salary)
0 No function symbol in front of a category to indicate free word order.
In this situation it is only necessary that the category is present in the sentence
but no further conditions on its position are made.
TRVERB[+imp]: IC NP[+akk] PP*
A transitive verb with mood imperative accompanied by a noun phrase with
case accusative and several optional prepositional phrases creates an
imperative clause, the sequence of the three components is arbitrary.
[TRVERB: storniere, PP: fur den Kunden Maier, NP: den letzten Auftrag]
—3 [IC: storniere den letzten Auftrag fur den Kunden Maier]
(cancel the last order for the client Maier)
4. Implementation
The grammar rules are inserted as arguments to the dictionary at the appropriate
level of abstraction. This grammatical argument possesses the following format:
((NewCat, Restrict, RightSide, Priority))
NewCat
Restrict
RightSide
Priority
derived category
syntactic restrictions
right side of grammar rule
priority value which determines the application order of
the rules
The right side of the grammar rule is mapped to a list of categories:
[(Cat, Restrict, Sequence, Occurrence)]
Cat	 category
Restrict	 syntactic restrictions
Sequence	 sequence condition
Occurrence	 occurrence condition
analys(Listel, Liste3) ‹-
regel(Liste1, Regeln),
Regeln -= { },
aggregate(maxpri, Regeln, Best),
Best = (Liste2, _),
analys(Liste2, Liste3).
analys(Liste, Liste) k-
regel(Liste, }).
regel(Liste, Regeln) <---
rege12(1, Liste, Liste, Regeln).
rege12(1, [XlRest], Liste, Regeln)
genregel(1, X, Liste, Regeln2),
12 = 1 + 1,
regel2(12, Rest, Liste, Regeln3),
union(Regeln2, Regeln3, Regeln).
regel2(_, [ 1, _, }).
recursive rule for the syntactic analysis of an input
sentence (Listel ... input list, Liste3 ... output list)
generation of all applicable rules
rule set not empty
determination of rule with the highest priority
new list after application of grammar rule
next step of recursion
exit rule
triggers if no more rules can be applied
produces all applicable rules to input list Liste
initial call of recursive generation rule
I ... list position, X ... processed category,
Rest ... rest of list
generates set of all applicable rules for category X
incrementing list position
next step of recursion
resulting rule sets are merged
exit rule
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Possible values for Occurrence are erforderlich (required), optional, and h",
for Sequence: ", '/',
	 '>', and '<', e.g.:
TRVERB[+imp]: IC <— NP[+akk] PP*
{(ic, {('+', imp)), [(np, {('+', akk)), ", erforderlich), (pp, { }, ",
	 1)}
NOUN: NP \ADJ \ART
{(np,
	 }, [(adj,
	 }, 'V, '*'), (art,
	 }, 'V, optional)], 5)).
The parsing of an input sentence is performed in the following way. First, based
on the result of lexical analysis a basic category is assigned to each word
resulting in an appropriate list representation. Then, the grammar rules are
applied to this list by use of a bottom-up strategy. The syntactic features of the
combined structures are unified at each step leading to a significant reduction of
derivations.
As already mentioned the decision which rule is applied next is not arbitrary but
is determined by the priority values stored in the dictionary. The deliberate
choice of these values is of crucial importance to the efficiency of the parser in
that the additional effort for backtracking and trying other interpretations is
minimised. Figure 1 shows an example segment of the LDL code which
represents the top level of syntactic analysis, it recursively produces all
applicable rules and selects the one with the highest priority value for derivation
until no more rules can be applied.
Figure 1: LDL code segment of syntactic analysis
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analys(Pos1, Regelliste, List1, List3) <-
Regelliste = [EintraglRest],
analys2(Pos1, Eintrag, List1, List2),
analys(Pos1, Rest, List2, List3).
analys(	 [ ], List, List).
analys2(Pos1, (Kat, Restr,
Seq, 0cc), List1, List3) <-
Imember(Kat, Restr, Pos2, Usti),
if(Seq = "<"
then Pos1 < Pos2),
••
entferne(Kat, List1, List2),
if(Occ = "*"
then analys2(Pos1, (Kat, Restr,
Seq, 0cc), List2, List3)
else List3 = List2).
recursive analysis of single grammar rule
Pos1 ... position of considered list entry
List1... input list, List3 ... output list
Regelliste ... right side of grammar rule
analysis of first entry of right side
analysis of rest of right side
exit rule
analysis of single entry of right side
Kat ... syntactic category to be searched
Restr syntactic restrictions
Seq ... sequence condition
Occ ... occurrence condition
membership test yielding position in list
checking of sequence conditions
removal of entry from input list
if occurrence is repetitive then
recursive application of rule
analys2( _, (Kat, Restr, _, optional), L, L) <- analysis rule for optional occurrence
-Imember(Kat, Restr, L).
	 if concerned category is absent
analys2( _, (Kat, Restr, 	 "*"), L, L) <-	 exit rule for repetitive occurrence
-Imember(Kat, Restr, 	 L).
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The second example code in Figure 2 checks the applicability of the right side of
a single grammar rule to a specific category. Recursively, each constituent of the
right side is checked against the list members. If the test holds true for the right
side, the concerned list members are replaced by the new derived syntactic
category.
Figure 2: Test of the applicability of the right side of a grammar rule
Finally, Figure 3 shows a simplified example (leaving out of consideration the
unified features) of the individual steps of syntactic analysis of an example input
sentence.
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Example sentence:
Fuge den neuen Mitarbeiter Max Huber mit Anfangsgehalt 20000 hinzu !
(Insert the new worker Max Huber with initial salary 20000 !)
Basic categories:
[TRVERB, ART, ADJ, NOUN, NP, PREP, NOUN, NP, VPREF]
[Fuge, den, neuen, Mitarbeiter, Max Huber, mit, Anfangsgehalt, 20000, hinzu]
Analysis:
1) TRVERB[+sep, -inf, -part]: TRVERB <VPREF
[TRVERB, ART, ADJ, NOUN, NP, PREP, NOUN, NP]
[Fuge hinzu, den, neuen, Mitarbeiter, Max Huber, mit, Anfangsgehalt, 20000]
2) NOUN: NP \ADJ* (\ART)
[TRVERB, NP, NP, PREP, NOUN, NP]
[Fuge hinzu, den neuen Mitarbeiter, Max Huber, mit, Anfangsgehalt, 20000]
3) NOUN: NP \ADJ* (\ART)
[TRVERB, NP, NP, PREP, NP, NP]
[Fuge hinzu, den neuen Mitarbeiter, Max Huber, mit, Anfangsgehalt, 20000]
4) NP[-unb]: NP /NP[+unb]
[TRVERB, NP, PREP, NP, NP]
[Fuge hinzu, den neuen Mitarbeiter Max Huber, mit, Anfangsgehalt, 20000]
5) NP[-unb]: NP /NP[+unb]
[TRVERB, NP, PREP, NP]
[Fuge hinzu, den neuen Mitarbeiter Max Huber, mit, Anfangsgehalt 20000]
6) PREP: PP - /NP
[TRVERB, NP, PP]
[Fuge hinzu, den neuen Mitarbeiter Max Huber, mit Anfangsgehalt 20000]
7) TRVERB[+imp]: IC NP[+akk] PP*
[IC]
[Fuge hinzu den neuen Mitarbeiter Max Huber mit Anfangsgehalt 20000]
Figure 3: Example of syntactic analysis
Of course, the main task of syntactic analysis within a natural language interface
is not to derive the syntactic correctness of an input sentence but to construct its
syntactic structure in parallel. For the sentence shown in Figure 3 this structure
looks as displayed in Figure 4 (not showing morphological and syntactic features
in detail). The symbol c stands for a derived category whereas S signifies basic
categories.
(trverb, c,
(trverb, s, fuege),
(vpref, s, hinzu)
l),
(np, c, [
(np, c, [
(noun, s, mitarbeiter)
(adj, s, neuen)
(art, s, den)
(np, s, 'Hubert Maier')
1),
(pp , c , [
(prep, s, mit),
(np, c, [
(np, c, [
(noun, s, 'Anfangsgehalt')
(np, s, 20000)
1)
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Figure 4: Example of syntactic structure
5. Conclusion
The current state of our work is as follows. The implementation of the PPC and
the morphological, lexical, and syntactic analysis of our natural language
interface is completed, the remaining components are subject of ongoing
research. The components of the prototype implemented so far were tested
extensively by use of 1000 realistic example sentences obtained by
questionnaires. This resulted in a compact LDL database capable of dealing with
all occurring syntactic phenomena in a concise and flexible way. By using as
hardware configuration a SUN SPARC 10 we achieved response times of less
than two seconds even for complex user queries.
This performance will be once more improved by constructing the semantic
representation in parallel with the syntactic analysis. Hereby, the number of
possible interpretations will be reduced at an early point of analysis which
increases the efficiency of the parser significantly. We believe that the proposed
approach constitutes an important application to deductive databases as well as a
promising direction towards sucessful natural language interface design.
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